July's Sampler of the Month

Here once again is "Charlotte Clayton." It is a personal privilege for me to feature Charlotte's sampler as our July Sampler of the
Month, for several reasons: a portion of the proceeds from the chart sales benefit The Fort Worden Museum in Port Townsend,
Washington, where the sampler will reside after its conservation ~ and because it is such a fun sampler to stitch with all of its charming
motifs, not the least of which are the cats. I couldn't wait to get to stitching them, so you can see the journey I took with my needle
and silk to the lower left corner. The lion still needs his eyes and nose filled in.

Charlotte stitched her sampler while living at Devonlea House, Devonside, Tillicoutry, Clackmannanshire, Scotland c 1875. While
biographical details about Charlotte are somewhat sketchy, it is known that the sampler traveled with the family through Canada and
eventually found its way into Washington state. Catherine Clayton Chubb, also born in Scotland, a paternal niece of Charlotte and a longtime resident of Port Townsend, generously donated the sampler to the Commanding Officer's Quarters Heritage Museum several
months before her death in 1984. The sampler is being professionally conserved and will be proudly displayed in a prominent location at
the museum upon its return. Through your purchase of this chart you are supporting such vital work by The Friends of Fort Worden
There are many more fun motifs to stitch. The birds and parrots are wonderful, as is the center dog and the bunnies.

While the original sampler was stitched on 36c linen over 2 threads, with the verse over 1, the chart indicates that the reproduction
model was stitched with 2-ply NPI silk on 32c Meadow Rue from Lakeside Linens . The project coordinators selected the silk colors by
matching full skeins directly to the sampler under natural daylight.. I selected 40c Vintage Sand Dune for my model, matching the color
I see in the JPG file I received. Unfortunately, in the scanning and photography process, color can't always be replicated ~ the V. Sand
Dune I'm using has much more golden tones than are showing in the scan above. I'm stitching my model in Belle Soie and am very pleased
with the results. I enjoy the slight color change in the beautiful red in the border that surrounds this sampler. I know the purists will
want to stitch this in colors that have been perfectly matched to the original, but I am of a mind that Charlotte won't care, and so I am
making it mine. I will be spending many hours with this piece, and I have found color is directly related to my enjoyment ~ and my
completion ~ of the project. Here's a scan of the NPI on the Vintage Sand Dune and the Belle Soie on the same fabric.

You can see by the scan of the two border colors in the middle, below, that the NPI and the Belle Soie are a very close match, although
it's deceiving when comparing the cover photograph with a scan of my border. The green in the cover photograph looks more yellow, but
the NPI green 356 is what's called for.

The chart ($24) is of a size that it is very easy to read and doesn't require any enlarging, with overlapping sections clearly defined from
page to page. Using the NPI and stitching it on 32c, 24 skeins are needed ($96). With the Belle Soie, I'm using the light and dark tones
in several of the skeins and needing 18 skeins ($117). The hand-dyed 40-count linen with 2-inch margins is $23. Larger-count cuts will
be slightly higher.

Special Attic Events

The next newsletter will include some August Classes ~ Beginning Linen, Flat-Fold Finishing, My First Sewing Box (Whitman tin)
Finishing, and more. I can't believe it's almost August and "summer vacation" is almost over!

Stitch 'N Pitch
Sunday, August 24, 1:10 p.m. ~ Chase Field ~ Arizona Diamondbacks v. Florida Marlins
Tickets are $15 apiece ~ reserve yours now at the shop!
We are pleased to again support the Third Annual Stitch 'N Pitch at Chase Field, a very fun outing put together through the cooperative
efforts of The National NeedleArts Association and the D-Backs. As it says in the promo, this event brings together two American
traditions - baseball and the needlearts. How fun is it that we can actually stitch in public without feeling out of place ~ because there
will be thousands of us all stitching together (or knitting or crocheting, whatever)! Here's the perfect event for your family and/or
friends, anyone who loves baseball ~ a chance to see Luis Gonzalez, aka Gonzo, play against his former team. Stitch 'N Pitch guests will
receive an official Stitch 'N Pitch T-shirt (Adult Extra Large available only) at the redemption table with the presentation of your
ticket. In addition to tickets being available at the shop, you can order the tickets online at www.dbacks.com/stitchnpitch ~ and the
promo cocde is stitch.
Friday night thru Sunday, November 14, 15, & 16
The Dobson Ranch Inn here in Mesa will again be our event hotel, in the circular windowed Pagoda Room, when The Attic will be pleased
to welcome Barb and Alma of Blackbird Designs ~ and a number of other surprises. I'm waiting to publish further details until I hear
back from two very special guests that I've invited, but time is fleeting, July is almost gone, and next week I will finalize the schedule.

A room block is available at the Dobson Ranch Inn for our out-of-town guests.
Saturday night, November 22, 6 ~ 8 p.m.
Our 11th Annual Silent Auction for Breast Cancer Research is only a few months away! Alice has already donated dozens of her
beautifully handmade ornaments, wall hangings, and her own "Care Bear" ~ photos coming of all of the donations already received. Put
this date on your calendar and please plan to join us for this very worthwhile event, always held the Saturday evening before
Thanksgiving.

New in the Shop

The one problem with not publishing this weekly is there is soooooooo much to show you that I don't know where to begin or end. Hold
onto your hats, here we go:
From Romy in Austria her first published design, "Austrian Spot Sampler" ($25) ~ I LOVE this one, not only because it's red but
because it's beautiful! ~ more European designs: "Potpourri" ($13.50) and "Rosemary" ($14.50) from Der feine Faden ~ simply
beautiful roses, aren't they?

And more from European designers: "Heatwave" ($13) ~ "Flower Patch" ($23) ~ "New World" ($17)

And more from Papillon: "Winter Wonderland" ($19) and "Nature's Marvels" ($19) ~ these have been here a while but never found
their way into a newsletter.

New from France, dear Jackye/A Mon ami Pierre: "Coeur de bergere" ($21 w/charms) ~ "Coussinet de la brodeuse" ($19 w/charm) ~
and

~ "Si romantique brodeuse" ($16) ~ "Stitch, Stitch, Girl" ($16) ~ i see that I forgot to scan the English version of this one, but both are
included with the chart. The verse reads: "Stitch, Stitch, Girl Time is as Short As the Cherry Season."

From Julia/ Long Dog Samplers: "Tobasco" ($29) ~ "Words Alone" ($19) ~ and ~

~ "Angel Pavement" ($22) ~ and "Froth and Bubble" ($22), with its beautiful verse: "Life is mostly froth and bubble Two things stand
like stone Kindness in another's trouble Courage in your own." The model was stitched in Gentle Art Sampler Threads.

And more European designs that we've had in the shop for some time but not taken the opportunity to show you: "Folkart Zomer
(Summer)" ($14) ~ "Randenlap Celtic" ($18) ~

~ and "Randenlap International" ($18) ~ and "Randen Lap Pfalzdorf 2" ($18), very charming with its row of deer prancing among the
potted flowers!

And still more from Europe: "Un Amour de Cousette" ($31/with the linen banding, a perfect set for your needlework ~ and from Italy,
some easy-to-finish ornaments to begin your Holiday stitching, "Berlingots" ($23)

From Michael Powell in England, two kits (that's the only way his designs are available), each with 27c evenweave and Anchor floss:
"English Village I" ($84) and "Wedding Sampler I" ($76)

And more kits, these from Thea Gouverneur celebrating the great cities of the world ~ a wonderful way to commemorate a memorable
trip that you've taken, stitch the city. The kits include 36c linen and cotton and metallic threads. "Amsterdam" ~ London" ~ "St.
Petersburg" ($140 each) ~ and our beloved "New York" ($144) with the Twin Towers silhouetted against the sky.

And many, many wonderful new things from our American designers. Nikki/ Country Cottage Needleworks has just published "The
Needlework Shop" ($8) ~ and her very prolific mother, Diane /Little House Needleworks has a new series, "All Dolled Up," that has
nothing to do with dolls but everything to do with embellishing (dolling up) her charming designs. Three now available, each $6) ~
"Chocolate Box" ~ "Queen Bee" ~ and "Strawberry House"

And in Little House Needleworks' threadpack ($14 each) series, "Little Women," we now have in "Quilting" and "Reading" ~ "Gardening"
will come in August and "Baking" in September. These designs come complete with 5 full skeins of Crescent Colours hand-dyed cotton
floss and 1 additional yard of thread for the skin.

And a very charming design from Miss Crescent's Crowne series from Sharon published in a threadpack as well, "All in a Moon" ($19
w/buttons) ~ shown here stitched on a number of fabric choices: Janet's is on Mirage, Amy's is on Swamp, and Gloria's is on Vintage
Palomino ~ yes, Gloria's a speed stitcher. This is how far she got between Saturday afternoon and Sunday afternoon, with time off in
between for eating and sleeping!

As usual, there's much, much more ~ but this is large enough for today ~ more to follow next time.
Before I close, some information about things many of you are waiting for:

These gorgeous tote bags handmade by Bunny of our staff
are being shipped as she finishes them. A hiatus in the delivery was created by difficulty in finding the
fabric. If you're waiting for one of these, thanks for your patience. Please let us know if you no longer
want to be on the reservations list and, if you do, let us know if there is anything else that we may include
with your shipment.

If you're on our reservation list for the gorgeous Shaker handled carrier for this "My Tuscany" project, thanks for your patience as
well. Contact from the carrier manufacturer said a partial shipment was coming soon and then more to follow ~ so keep stitching and
soon you will have the REST of the story!

Those of you waiting for the round or oval baskets for "Abigail Colby's Work Basket," a shipment is on its way, even though it takes an
eternity for UPS to deliver from the East Coast, but they will soon be here ~ and we will ship them off to you just as soon as we get
them. You are seeing above the extract sampler included in the chartpack for the inside of the lid ~ and everyone is seeing it for the
first time, including designer Cathy Campbell ~ because we had the privilege of mounting it in the basket for our display! This, along with
all of its other parts, makes this a have-to-own project.

And if you're waiting for "Sarah Elliot's Sewing Chest" or the "Florentine Borders Sewing Chest" or the "Pennsylvania German Sewing
Chest" ~ after hundreds of hours of painting and finishing and a ready-to-ship moment, the lids weren't fitting properly and needed
some remilling. That is being done now, and these exquisite chests should be on their way to us very soon ~ and then to you ~ thanks for
your understanding ~ and believe me when I say that these are worth waiting for. We've been fortunate to have the models on display
in the shop for a bit, and in their glass-enclosed cabinet situated near our front door, they are a show stopper for sure!
No time to show you photos of the events of the past several weeks ~ that will also have to wait until next time. I'm off to the National
Court Reporters Convention in Anaheim to join John and a thousand or so others from around the country for several days of seminars
to get the necessary CEU's for one last year of licensing in a beloved profession that now has been supplanted in my life by a deep
passion that you and I share, our love of needlework.
I will again be away from e-mail for several days ~ I greatly appreciate your understanding if you don't get as timely a response as
expected.
I hope that you're enjoying your summer. August 1st is just around the corner. Yikes! It soon will be Christmas!
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